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Commercialization shall be the profitable process by way of known figures 
commercializing futility. Commercialized rights, the results of certain stage for known 
figures commercializing, is the farely new rights, the boundary one between private 
rights, press rights, rights of brands, rights of commercial codes, and rights of 
commercial credits, therefore can not be perfectly protected in the conventional field 
of rights. American in the case decisions made certain the commercialized rights and 
built even better commercialized rights protection system; Japan and other countries 
set up guidelines about it. All of them can give us the lessons for it.  This article is 
supposed to distinct commercialized rights and other ones, analyze theoretical 
foundation of commercialized rights, and systematically explore the concepts, nature, 
structure, legal protection of commercialized rights on the basis of  foreign practices, 
bring out the suggestions for construction our commercialized rights institutions 
according to the status quo in our country. 
Chapter 1, about concept of commercialized rights, alien experience, and 
theoretical basis, introduces 5 theories about commercialized rights , and then refers 
moral rights to its theoretical foundation; Chapter 2, mainly about the structures of 
commercialized rights, analyses its subject, object, contents, and extremely its 
characters; In the 3rd chapter, the protection for commercialized rights, expounds its 
invasion and delivery means, conflict conditions, characters, outwards and resolves 
with other knowledge propriety rights; makes some efforts on its restraints around 
precious public conventions, free express, rights expire of primary sale, commercial 
cultivation, intern of commercialized rights. In chapter 4, questions considered in 
constructing our commercialized rights are given on the foundation of history and 
protection. 
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